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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let Q be a bounded domain in lR<’ (IV> 1) with smooth boundary dQ. 
Let 
O<i, < ... <A,,< ... 
be the sequence of distinct cigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem 
-Au=iu in Q, u=O on &?. 
We denote by 0, the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue I., 
with (I, > 0 on Q and srr 0: d.x = 1. Let R( .) E C(ll& R) be given for which 
lim< _ - 7(. K([)/[ = u and limi _ --r g(c)/(‘=h exist. For a given h, ELM 
with p> IV and Ju 8,/z, dx=O, we shall be concerned with the number of 
solutions of the boundary value problem (abbreviated to RVP in the 
sequel )
Au+g(u)=r6),+hl in Q, u=O on aQ, (1) 
where I is a parameter. Throughout the paper we shall assume that the 
interval with end points u= lim,, -3c ~(i)/i and h = lim;. , +2‘ g(c)/c 
contains exactly one eigenvaluc I, of arbitrary multiplicity, n > 2, inside and 
t’>at neither a nor h is an eigenvaluc unless otherwise is explicitly stated. 
The case II = 1 has been considered by [2-4, lo] among others. When the 
eigenvalue i., is simple the BVP (1) has been studied by [9, 17-193 among 
others in the case when the right side is of the form tt?,+h,, where 0, is 
an eigenfunction corresponding to i., with ju 0: dx = 1 and ss., U,h, dx = 0; 
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if its right hand side is of the form to, +zB,+h, with fG 6,h, dx= 
fD 8,/z, dx = 0, the BVP (1) was studied in [S]. For the case when the 
interval with end points lim,, ioo g([)/i: contains more than one eigen- 
value, as well as for discussions about historical developments of the BVP 
(1) and related problems, we refer the reader to [12, 13, 15, 161 and their 
lists of references. 
Concerning the BVP (1) the following result was proved by Lazer and 
McKenna [ 141. 
THEOREM 3.1 OF [14]. Suppose thatg(.) E C1(R, R). Given a~ I&--l, /I,,[ 
with n 2 2, there exists b =6(a) E ]A,, A, + I[ such that if g’(c) + a as 
c-+ --CO, g’([)-+bE]&,,&[ as [-+co, andfor some constant a,>,$_,, 
g’(i) > a, ‘d[ E R then the BVP (1) has at least three solutions for t positive 
and large. 
In this paper we shall prove among other things that the result above 
remains valid under the weaker assumption that g( .) E C(R, R). It seems to 
us this is a meaningful difference because a close reading of Cl4 ] reveals 
that the proof of Theorem 3.1 therein (or its dual, Theorem 2.4) made 
repeated use of the continuous differentiability of g( .) at many crucial 
places. For instance, it was used to show-loosely speaking-that for t > 0 
large (1) has a unique solution tz”, with .Zr near to t?,/(b - Ai) and that some 
reduced functional related to (1) is twice continuously differentiable, which 
was in turn used to establish the essential fact that Z, corresponds to a non- 
degenerate critical point of the reduced functional which is not a local 
minimum of it (see [14, Lemma 3.3 and pp. 135-13’71 for details). 
Besides [14] there are many other works dealing with the multiplicity of 
solutions of (1) for which g( -) E C’( R, R) is the basic hypothesis; we 
mention [S, 15, 16, 191 among others. 
It also seems to us that the number b of the result above as obtained in 
[14] is not entirely natural and not closely related to the intrinsic 
ingredients of the problem. In order to describe how 6 was obtained in 
[14] and for later use we introduce some notations. We denote by H the 
Sobolev space HA(Q) equipped with the inner product 
(u,u)= jJ’u.Vvdx, u, v E H;(Q); 
/j .I/ stands for the norm in H whereas (., .)O and // .j10 stand for the inner 
product and norm in L’(Q) respectively. Let V, be the span of the eigen- 
functions corresponding to the eigenvalues ;lj with id n - 1, I/ the space 
spanned by the eigenfunctions corresponding to A,, and V, the orthogonal 
complement of VI 0 V in H. It was proved in [14, Lemma 3.41 that given 
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a E ]A,- i, A,[ there exists 6 = d(a) E ]A,, A,, i[ such that for any 
b E ]A,, I;[ there is s= S(b) > 0 with the property that 
weV@V** s sz {Ivw12-b(w+)2-u(w-)2}dx>511wll;, (2) 
where w+(x) = max{ w(x), 0}, w-(x) = w+(x) - w(x), XEO. This is the 
number 6(a) used in Theorem 3.1 of [14]. It turns out that the number 
d(a) in Theorem 3.1 of [ 141 can be replaced by a number p(a) depending 
on a with P(a) E ]A,, A,, i], b(a) > 6(u), which relates in a very natural 
manner to the ingredients of the BVP (1). Furthermore, if A,, -a > 0 is 
small then /?(a) > i;(u) and we show in Part III that B(a) is optimal. Thus 
one of the results we prove in this paper is 
THEOREM I. Given UE ]jln--l, A,[ withn 22 thereexistsp(u) E ]A,, L,,,] 
with the following properties: 
(i) For every b E ]A,- 1, /?(a)[ the BVP 
-Au=bu’ --au- in 52, u=O on dS2 (3) 
has only the trivial solution. If P(u) E ]A,,, n,,,[ then the BVP (3) has a 
nontrivial solution when b = /3(u). 
(ii) If UE ]A,- 1, A,,[ is given with A,, - a sufficiently small then 
P(u)E IL &+,C and P(a)>&a). 
Suppose that g( .) E C( R, R) with 
Then there exists t, > 0 such that for t > t, the BVP (1) has at least three 
solutions. 
Besides the two differences between our Theorem I and Theorem 3.1 of 
[14] that we have described earlier, we also mention that instead of 
requiring the stronger condition g’(5) b a, > I,, _ i, Vc E R as in Theorem 3.1 
of [14] we only require (4). It seems to us that the absence of a lower 
bound such as a, away form A,-, for the ratio in (4) prevents us from 
using reduction theorems available in the literature such as those of [7] or 
[ 14, Theorem 2.11. 
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We note that for the special case g(c) = hi - - u[- , 5 E R, Theorem I ‘NPS 
proved by Lazer [ 111. This form of g( .) satisfies the stronger two-sided 
condition 
instead of the one-sided condition (4) and permits the reduction of the 
BVP (1) to the eigenspace corresponding to 2,. We observe that the 
smooth nonlinearity in [16] also satisfies a two-sided condition similar to 
(5) making an alike reduction feasible. Furthermore, under the assumption 
that i.,, is simple and g( .) is again continuously differentiable but g( .) needs 
not satisfy (4), it was shown in [ 193 that for 1> 0 large the RVP (1) has 
exactly three solutions. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We already proved the existence of the number /?(a) with the properties 
(i) and (ii) listed in Theorem I in [6, Lemma 51; it was also proved by 
Lazer in [ 111 by a different method and if i., is simple it could also be 
deduced from [IS]. It seems to us that the method of obtaining P(a) in 
[ 111 works well for proving Theorem I if the nonlinearity g( .) satisfies a 
two-sided condition like (5), but if, as in Theorem I, g(.) satisfies only the 
one-sided condition (4) then our method in [6] seems more suitable. 
We recall the characterization of &a) in [6] that will be needed later. 
Consider the energy functional of the BVP (3): 
I(u;u, b)=; j, (IVul*-h(u+)‘-a(u.-.)*) d.r, UE H. (6) 
For each w: E I’@ VI, the functional 
Z,,(c; a, 6) = Z(u + w; a, b), L’E v,, 
is continuous, strictly concave on Vi, and tends to -x) as Ilt.ll + x if 
h>i., 1. Therefore it attains its global maximum on I’, at a unique point 
Lw 
LhLW; 4 h) = 4Lw + w;u,b)=max{Z(l;+~;u,h):~~V,}. (7) 
Let 
~(a, b) = inf{Z($,,(w) + w; u, 6) : I)w’I = 1, w E VO VZ}. 
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We restrict our discussion to t > 0 for the remaining of part II. With u = tz 
the BVP (1) can be written 
dz + g(tz) --=8,+:in Q, z=O on X?. 
t 
(9) 
Let G(s) = j”o g(i) 4, s E R and consider the energy functional of (9) 
fJz)=jQ {; ,vz12-y+(R,+~)z}dx, ZEH. (10) 
It is well-known that f,(.) E C’(H, R) and a solution of (9) is a critical 
point of (10) and vice versa. For each w E V@ V, consider the functional 
defined on V, 
f,, w(u) :=.fr(v + w), VE v,. (11) 
It is not difficult to see that u +f,, w(v) is continuous on V,. We shall show 
that for each t > 0, f,, w(v) + -co as jjv]] + cc in V,: Let 
di)=K+ -C +go(O IER. (12) 
Then lim ,i, _ o. g,([)/[=O and given s >O there exists cl(s) such that 
Iso(Ol <Cl(&)+& lil, IER. (13) 
(Here and in the sequel ci, i = 1, 2, . . . . denote generic constants, not always 
the same; the dependence of ci on some quantities is indicated by including 
those quantities in a bracket following c,.) If G,(s) = J; g,(c) d[ then from 
(13) we obtain 
IG&)l < c2(&) + 8 ls12> SER, (14) 
for any given E > 0. Because we are assuming t > 0, 
fJz)=s,; {IVz/2-b(z+)2--(z-)2} dx 
-s, {y-(O,+:)z}dx, ZEH. (15) 
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By the assumption of Theorem I, E.,- , <a < i.,, <h < i,, + , and we have 
I(z;Q,h)=f jQ {~VZ~2-b(Z+)2-U(i )') dS 
Thus with r: E V,, w E V@ V, we obtain 
(16) 
Bearing in mind that i.,- , <a we deduce from (14) (1.5) and (16) that 
f,,,,.(c)-+ --x as ilt’jl -+ J; in V,. 
Hence f,, ,,.( .) attains its global maximum on V, Suppose by contradic- 
tion that .f,, * (.) has two distinct critical points u,, c2 E V,. Then for every 
CE V, we have 
Taking c = L’, - c2 we obtain 
J i ^ IV(r,-r2)j2-f [g(~(a,+~~))-g(r(i,+ir.))l(r,-i,)jrlx=O. (17) i-2 
Let Q+ = (XEQ : vi(x) # uJx)}. Then measure Q, >O and by (4) we 
have on Q, 
f [g(t(~,+w))-g(f(o,+~))](L.I -c2)>ill i(t;! - c2j2. 
Therefore 
I 
’ i ” 52 
IV@,-o,)j’-f [g(t(v,+~))-g(t(c,+~))](t’,-r2) dx 
1 
d 
r i 
i,, 
-Rc 
I(~,-c2)2--f [g(I(u,+w))-g(z(t++w))](u,-u2)}dx<0. 
This contradicts ( 17). Thus for each w E V@ I’,; f;, ,,( .) has a unique 
critical point that we denote by b,(w) where it attains its global maximum 
on V,. 
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LEMMA 1. For any T> 0 we have 
lldt(w)ll G+(T) llwllo + c,(T), WEV’OV~, t2T. (18) 
ProoJ: Since f,, W(.) attains its maximum on V, at dr(w), we have 
L, w(dt(w)) >fr, w(O), 
or 
i.e. 
ft(dt(w) + w) aft(w), 
Go(t(4t(w) + ~1) - - 
t2 (0, + $) (tic(w) + WI} dx 
3 s Df ((Vw/2-Qw+)2-a(w-)2) dx 
-s, {~-(01 +:) w} dx. 
Noting that dt(w) E VI, w E V@ V,, and a < b we obtain 
s sz i (IV(~,(w))12--a(~r(w)+w)2) dx 
2-- s i bw2 dx n2 
Go(t(4t(w)+ w))-Wtw)- 2 
or 
IGo(t(d,(w) + w))l + IGo(tw)l +t2 
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Using (14) with c > 0 sufficiently small, say c < i(u/j., _, - 1 ), from the last 
inequality we deduce (18). 1 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that w, - w0 in V@ V, as n + cc. Then d,(w,,) -+ 
c+!J,(w,) as n + x and the convergence is uniform on any interval [T, x)), 
T>O. (- and -+ denote weuk convergence and convergence in the norm, 
respectively.) 
Proof Because of (18), the sequence (#,(w,,)};:l. 1 is bounded in V,. 
Since the imbedding of H= HA(Q) into L’(Q) is compact, for any given 
t E [T, TC;) we can extract from {w,,},%_ , a subsequence, still denoted by 
{IV,, 1;:. , , such that as n -+ x 
q5,(w,) -+ co in V,, 4lO~,,)b) --+ C”(“Y) for almost all xga 
and for some h,( .) E L’(Q), I~,(w,)l d h,, n = 1, 2, . . . . M?~(x) + )+‘o(x) for 
1, 2, almost all XEQ and for some hJ.)E L2(Q), lw,J d h,, n = 
from (12) and (13) it is not difficult to see that as n -+ x 
Then 
g(t(4,(w,) + w,,)) g(t(v,+ %A) 
t t 
in L’(Q). 
On the other hand, for each n = 1,2, . . . we have 
v}dx= -Jlj (O,++)vd.q 
Letting n + CQ we obtain 
vu 
0 
vu _ dl(V” + %)) 
t 
vldx= -/&l,++)vdn. CEV,. 
VE v;. 
(19) 
@Of 
This shows that u,, is a critical point of the functional j;, :,,( .) on V,. 
Because we have proved earlier that there is only one such critical point, 
we conclude that v,,= c$,(w,). Thus 4,(w,,) + d,(~~) as n -+ ,x. for each 
t E [T, 3~ ). For later use we note that using the same argument and (18) 
it can be proved that if IV’, - wC, in VO V7, r, -P t, ~0, then ~,,(w,,) + 
rjr,(wo) in V, as n + cc. 
To prove that the convergence of {#,(w,)}:- , to #,(u’,) is uniform in r 
on [T, co ), T > 0, suppose by contradiction that it is not so. Then for some 
E(, > 0, there exist { t, } ;r”= , c [T, co) and a sequence of positive integers 
(nk}kS;-, increasing to x such that with v,,~ :=c$~~(H:,~), v,~:=c$~~(w~)), 
k = 1, 2, . . . . we have 
ilc,, - v,A > h k = 1, 2, . . . (21) 
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Without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to the following two 
cases :
(i) Suppose first that { t,)F= 1 + t, 3 T> 0. Then from (21) we have 
/I%& - 4,(wo)ll + IId, - Vokll ’ 802 k = 1, 2, . . . . 
But (4,(wo>>~==, -, 4Jwo) and ~41k(wnk)~~l= 1 -+ 4to(wo) as noted above. 
Therefore the last inequality is a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose now that (tk}Fzl + GO. Let y(c) := b[+ --a[-, [E R. 
Subtract (20) from (19) and let u = vnk - v,~ we obtain by using (13) 
I n CY(% + Wrzk) - Y(Vok + WO)l(%k - Vok) & - lb,, - ~okl12 
i 
2Cl(E) 6’ - tk +~mzk+~nkIIO+ Il~ok+~ollo) c5 II%k-%kll. 
I 
(22) 
Noting that 
Mvrz, + wn,) - Y(Vok + Wo)l(%, - v&J 
= ix%, + WJ - Y(V,k + wo)l cv, + w,, - Vok- wo) + (wo - %,)I 
~a(vnk+wnk-vok -wO)2+ [I~~v,,+w,,~-~~v,k+wO~~~wO-w,,~~ 
we deduce from (22) that 
4 hzk - &kll;+ bn~-WO~~~}- ~hz~-vok/12 
G s Lx%, + WnJ - Y(V,k + womwz~ - wo) dxl o. 
+ 2Cl(E) 
I 
-+'$htk+WnpllO+ Ib,k+wOllO) c5 ~~~n~-Vokl~~ lz3) 
tk I 
On the other hand, because of (18) there is a constant cg(T) such that 
lb,,llo+ II~nkl10~~C6(n k= 1, 2, . . . . 
Therefore we obtain from (23) 
(e-l) /bnk-Voki12 
B CAT) IIWPzk - wolIo + 
2Cl(E) 
t,+=,(T) 
> 
C5 h~~-~okiI. (24) 
Since we can assume without loss of generality that w,, -+ w. in L2(52) as 
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k --t x, by taking I: sufficiently small and k sufficiently large in (24) we can 
make )II:,,~ - c&I as small as we want and this contradicts (21). I 
We now consider the functional defined on V@ V,: 
F,(w) :=.f,((b,(w) + w) WE V@ v,. (25) 
Using the fact that f;(Q,(\v)+ LI’) >f;(c + N) if CE V,, L: #d,(w) and 
Lemma 2, it can bc proved (set [7, bottom half of p. 190 and top half of 
p. 1911 for detail) that F,(.)E C’(V@ V,, R) and its Frechet derivative 
VF,( ~3) at a point HJ E V@ V, is given by 
(VF,(lr:), h) = <?f,(d,(~V) + IV>, h) Vh E V@ V?. (26) 
On the other hand, since d,(bv) is the critical point of the functional ,f,, ,,( .) 
(which is defined by (11)) we have 
(Vf,(#,(w) + IV), h) = 0 Vh E I/;. (27) 
From (26) and (27) it follows that u is a critical point off,(.) on H if and 
only if u = c$,(Ic) + II; for some critical point M: of F,( .) on V@ V,. Thus to 
prove Theorem 1 it suffices to show that I;,( .) has at least three critical 
points for t > 0 large. 
LEMMA 3. Let I/I = O,:(h - ;.!). Gioen E > 0 there exist T,(E) > 0 
and d(c)>0 such thaf if t > T,(E) und WE VO V?, IIwil -cd(~) then 
Il4rCM.J - @II C,‘(O) <c. 
Proof Suppose by contradiction that the claim is false. Since all norms 
on the finite dimensional space V, are equivalent, there then exist a”> 0 
and sequences { IC’~ } FE1 +O in V@ V, and {lk}kS.-, + x such that 
Ild&i)- $11 >&cl k= 1, 2, . . . (28) 
By Lemma 2, there exists an integer K, > 0 such that 
k>K,, z~l~lig,(w,)-a,(o,l,<~. (29) 
BY Lemma 1 {4,,(O)},“=, is bounded in V,; therefore we can extract a sub- 
sequence, still denoted by { #,,(O)jr- ,, converging to tiO in I’, . On the 
other hand we have for each k = 1,2, . . . . for h E V, 
* 
J[ R 
= -Q (,,+?)hdx. (30) 
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Because of (13), in which E > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, letting k -+ CC 
in (30) we obtain 
s [Vu, . Vh - (bv,+ -au,) h] dx= -s, Blhdx hE VI. D 
We also have 
[ [V$.Vh-b$h]dx= -j 0,hdx hE VI. 
R 
Bearing in mind that $ > 0 on 9, with y(i) = b[+ - ai-, [E R, we obtain 
from the last two equations 
I Cv(vo - $1 .Vh - b&J - YW) hl dx = 0 hg VI. (31) n 
Since 
and v0 - e E V, we have 
(32) 
Taking h = v0 - $ in (31) we deduce from (31) and (32) that v0 = II/. Hence 
we can find an integer K, > 0 such that 
(29) and (33) together contradict (28). 1 
LEMMA 4. For t > 0 let 
&w := $ AU- P){gW,(w) + WI) -h,}, w E V@ v,, 
where A = A -’ and P is the orthogonal projection on VI in L2(f2). Then & 
is a compact mapping of V@ V, into itself and given any E”> 0 sufficiently 
small there exists T2(E”) > 0 such that if B(0, E”) is the ball with center at 0 
and radius C in V @ V, we have 
t > T2(E”) * deg(l+ &, B(0, E”), 0) = 1 or - 1. 
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Pro<$ From (12), (13), Lemma 1, and Lemma 2 it follows that the 
mapping M‘ -+ g(t(#,(~~) + w))/r from V@ Vz into L’(Q) is continuous and 
maps bounded sets into bounded sets. Since A = A -’ is compact as a map- 
ping from L’(Q) into HA(Q), we deduce that .T$ is a compact mapping of 
V@ V2 into itself. Since + := 0, j(b - il) > 0 on Q, by a result of Solimini 
[ 19, Proposition 2.21 given any E *, there exists $(E*) > 0 such that if ui E Hz 
jlu,-$\I <6(~*), i= 1, 2 then 
lil(u,)-i’(u,)-b(u,-uz);lo~&* IIuI -uI!!, (34) 
where, it might be recalled, v(i) = b[’ - a[ , <E R, because H/;(Q) c 
L’(Q) with r ‘=2-‘-N 1. 
In similarity to what we have proved earlier concerning f;(.), for each 
IV E V@ I/, there exists a unique element d(~,) E V, such that with 
,,.,=j"[; {lVu12-b(u'-)2-a(u-)2)+0,u]~I u E H, 
we have 
f($h(w) + IV) >f(c + w), CE v,, tl#&w). 
It is probably fairly well known that the mapping M: + #(IV) is Lipschitz 
continuous but for the sake of completeness we give a proof here: For 
every h E V, we have 
[ ~~~(~!~)~h-;)(i(~~)+~~~)h} dx= -j, O,hdx wie V@ V,, i= 1,2. 
-R 
Subtracting one equation from the other and letting h = c$(Ic,) - d(wJ we 
obtain 
Writing ui= &‘w,) + NJ;, i= 1, 2, we have 
= 
i 
rr {~(~,)--B(u~)J(uI-u~)~X-~~~ (s(u,)-s(u,))(w,-~.2)dTr 
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Hence 
~~b(ll4hhKw*Nl+ Il~1-~*ll0}~lI~1-~allo. 
Thus for a constant c1 we have 
MWl) - d(%)ll 6 Cl IIWI - wllo WI, WZE vo v,. (35) 
Applying Lemma 3 with g,(.) = 0, h, = 0, we can choose a(&*) > 0 with 
$(.s*) < $(E*) such that 
Then from (34) with ui = &wi) + wi, W,E V@ V,, i= 1,2, and (35) we have 
for some constant cz 
IIwill <gC(B*)=> II”i-$ll <gtE*)P i=1,2 
=+ llv(ul)-Y(~Z)-b(~1-~Z)IlO~&*(l +cd ll~1-~zll~ 
Hence 
IlWill <~(&*)~lI(~--P){y(ul)--(uz)}-b(wl-w,)llo 
G&*(1 + CZ)lIWI - wzll. 
Therefore for some constant c3 we have 
Ilwill <JC(E*)* IIA(r-p){~(ul)-~(uZ)}-bA(w,-Mi*)ll 
< +E* l/W1 - Wz(l. (36) 
This implies that the mapping in V@ V,, 
w --$ w + 2w := w + A(I- P) y(cj(w) + w), WE V@ v,, 
is Frechet differentiable at w =0 and its Frechet derivative at 0 is the 
mapping 
h+h+bAh, hEV@V2. 
Since b is not an eigenvalue of -d, this linear mapping on V@ V, is inver- 
tible. This last fact together with (36) imply that the mapping w + w + 2-w 
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on V@ V, is locally invertible at N= 0, i.e., I+ .k maps some neigh- 
borhood C’, of 0 in V@ I/, homeomorphically onto a neighborhood L!, of 
0 and the local degree of I+ 2 at 0 is 1 or - I. Hence for Z> 0 sufficiently 
small we have 
deg(Z + 2, B(0, E), 0) = 1 or - 1 
and 
for some constant cIO(Z) > 0. By taking the coefficient of [cl in (13) 
adequately small and using (18), it is not difficult to show that T,(B) > 0 
can be chosen suitably large so that 
t>, T?(E) * ‘&dt(4,(w) + tu)) - h, (38) 
Then by (37) and (38) the homotopy 
gives 
t>T,(I)*deg(Z+.e, B(O,I):O)=deg(Z+.%, B(O,E),O)= I or -1. 1 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that i, , <a < i.,, n 2 2 and i, < h< p(a), where 
j?(a) is d&ed by (8). Then as Ji)v// -+ cc: WE V@ vz, F,(w) := 
,f;(d,( rc) + w) -P 30 unjformly in t on the interual [T, ,x), T > 0. 
Remark. We note that if i., < h <6(a) as in Theorem 3.1 of [14] 
instead of i,, <h < P(a) as we assume here then the claim can be deduced 
with a much simpler argument (for the details see [ 141) from (2) which 
essentially defines d(a) than the proof given below. 
Proqf: Suppose by contradiction that the statement is false. Then there 
exist a constant K, sequences (tn}zE i in CT, x) and {IV,,}~=, in V@ V, 
with /)w,,ji -+ cc as n + % such that FJ I$,<) <K, n = 1, 2, . . . . Let 
lIIU,,![ -.’ w, = a,,, d,,(w,,) = t’n, ,O%‘,i’ c,,=v,, n= 1,2: . . . . 
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we have 
llwnll -* E;,(wJ 
=; j, (Ivv,l*+ IVw,12-b[(v,+~,)+]2-u[(v,+w,)-]2} dx 
<K Ilwnll -2, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Because of Lemma 1, we can extract a subsequence of {n}F= 1, which we 
still denote by {rz}F= 1, such that as n -+ GO : v, --f vO, w, - moo in V, and 
I’@ V,, respectively, v,(x) -+ vo(x), w,(x) + oo(x) for almost all x E St and 
there exists k(.) E L*(8) such that Iv,(x)/ + lo,(x)/ d k(x), IZ = 1, 2, . . . . for 
almost all x E .Q. Then lim II _ m (vn + 0,) * = (v. + oO) * in L2(Q). Because 
the norm in a Hilbert space is lower semi-continuous with respect o weak 
convergence, using the estimate (14) for G,( .) and letting y1-+ co in (39) we 
obtain 
s sz {~Vv,~*+ (Voo~2-~[(vo+~~)+]2-u[(v,+wo)-12) dx<O. (40) 
On the other hand, from the definition of c$,(.) we have for each n = 1,2, . . . 
and each h E I’, 
Dividing this equation by (( w (I n and letting tz + co we obtain by taking into 
account estimate (13) for g,( .) 
s R (Vv,Vh-y(v,+o,)h} dx=O VIE V,. 
Thus v. = iJo,) (it might be recalled that $,,(.) is defined in (7)) and 
from (40) we have 
where I( .; a, b) is the functional on H defined by (6). From the definition 
of the number P(a) in (8) it follows that (41) contradicts the assumption 
1, < b < /?(a) if it can be shown that coo # 0. In fact from (39) we deduce for 
II = 1, 2, . . . 
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-2 Go(t,(~;,, + bv,,)) 61 vn h,w,t ---- 
t: JI)vnI;2 
dx 
Ilu’,,lI t,, IIw,,I! 
- 2K I;w,,lI *. 
Since Iiw,,I/ = 1, n = 1, 2, . . . . letting n -+ x in the last inequality we obtain 
because of (14) 
) L,, + 1 live + (‘)oll~2 1. 
It follows that (0” # 0 because if 0,) = 0 then v. = $Jq) = 0. 1 
From Lemma 4 it follows that given E> 0 sufficiently small, there exists 
T,(R) >O such that for t > T2(E) there is at least one point K: E VO k’?> 
l,~v:‘l < F satisfying NJ: + ,W;w: = 0, i.c., 
Aw:+f (I-P)(g(t(cj,(w:)+w:)-h,)=O. 
Using estimates for elliptic BVP’s and a bootstrap argument in conjunction 
with (12), (13), and Lemma 1 we deduce that by choosing 2 > 0 sufftciently 
small and t > T,(E) sufftciently large we can make the C ‘(a)-norm of any 
solution bv,* of (42) with IlrvP\l <c’ as small as we wish. Because 
$ = 0,/(h - i. ,) > 0 on Q and $/&i> 0 on 252, where Z denotes the 
outward pointing normal unit vector to XJ, there exists p > 0 such that 
ueC’(8), u=O on ZQ, 
\ 
I liu-IC/Iicyn,<P * u>O on 52, (I”zO on fX2. ati (43 
It follows from Lemma 3 that by choosing E > 0 sufficiently small and T,(t 
sufhciently large, for any solution w: E B(0, 8) of (42) we have 
t 3 7-J-F) * 1124: - $il (-I(Q) <; where u: = q5,(w,?) + w:. (44) 
Therefore by (43) UT is a positive solution of the BVP (9) for t >, T,(E). We 
assume for the remainder of Part II that E and TJE) have been chosen in 
the manner just described. 
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We next prove that for all t large, t > r,(E) and any solution w: of (42) 
in B(0, .?), F,(cc::) is not the global minimum value of F,(.) on Vg V,. 
We note that because of (26) such a w: is a critical point of F,(.). Let 
8, with /18,;1, = 1 be an eigenfunction of -A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue i,. For a number r to bc determined, consider for t > T,(F) 
F,(w: + to,) =f,(q5,(w: + ten)+ w: + 70,). 
Because of Lemma 2 and the finite dimension of C’, we can choose 1 rJ > 0 
small enough so that with a= d,(rv: + rO,) - #,(wF) WC have 
Ilt’ +T@,II C’(R) -cf. (45) 
Then from (44) and (45) we obtain 
t > T,(E) * 114,(w: + TU,) + w: + se, - $1, (‘1(R) < p, 
and hence by (43), 
+,(w: +Te,,)+wI*+7o,,=u: fc+d,>O on Q. 
Therefore by (14), given any I: > 0 we have for t > r,(a) 
c 
F,( w: + to,) d 
J i[ 
R ; IV(u;c+1;+to,)12-h(u:+tl+71),,)2] 
+o,(u:+t;+7e,) dx+c+o(t- ‘) 
whereas 
~,(~~:)=.fl(4,(~~:) +WI*) =f;(u,*) 
2 f [,Vu:,‘-b(u:)“]+U,u:)dx-c-o(t ‘). 
Thus 
2r1;;tw: + rO,r) - F,(w:)l 
d j (IV~I*+ 1~(?~,)1*-b~*-h(~e,,)2 
D 
+2vu:.v~+2vu:.v(7e,)+2v~.v(5e,,) 
- 2h:c - 2hu:(ze,,) - 2hut7e,,) + 20,(~ + te,,)) dx + 4E + o(t -1). 
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Since UT is a positive solution of (9) given any 1: > 0 and any constant 
c, > 0 we have 
j-, (Vu: .Vh - hu,*h + 8, h) d-v ,< L: + off ’ 1, (46) 
for every h E H, Ilhl] < c,. in particular for h = r and h = r0,,. On the other 
hand, since r = 4,(1%,. + TO,,) - q5,(u:) E V, we have 
Thus from (46) WC obtain 
2[F,(w: + rtl,) - F,(lc:)] 
6 ( ~IVrl*-hc2+r2(~vs,,~*-~~o;:)}~r.~+8sl:+0(f-’). 
- 52 
Because I: E V,. h > i.,, and I,O,il, = I we have 
2[F,(w: +To,,)-FF,(~r,:)]6r’(i,,-h)+8c+0(1-’). 
Since !T/ > 0 and h > i.,,. by taking E small we see that we can find 
[,, > T,(E) such that 
Thus F,(N.:) is not the global minimum value of F,(.) on k’@ V,. Consider 
now an arbitrary I > I,. Because of Lemma 2 and the compactness of the 
imbedding of H= H,‘)(Q) into L’(Q) it is not difficult to see that the 
functional II’ + I, is lower semi continuous with respect to weak 
convergence on k’@ V,. From Lemma 5 we then deduce that F,( .) attains 
its global minimum on V@ V, at some point \C,. r?, is a critical point of 
F,(.) so it satisfies (42). Thus \c, does not belong to B(0, E) because as we 
have just proved, any solution of (42) belonging to B(0, c’) does not 
correspond to a global minimum value of F,( .). By (37) and (38), I?, does 
not belong to the boundary of B(0, 2) either. If the critical point C, of F,( .) 
is not isolated then F,( .) has an infinity of critical points and the proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. So suppose that the critical point 6, is isolated. 
Then by a result in degree theory [I, Corollary 23 there exists a small ball 
b in V@ v2 centered at rB, and not intersecting B(o, e’) such that 
deg(Z+ X;, B, 0) = 1. If r?, is not the only critical point of F,( .) outside the 
closure of B(0. 2). then F,(.) has at least three critical points and the proof 
of Theorem I is complete. So suppose by contradiction that \c, is the only 
critical point of F,(.) outside the closure of B(0. ?). Then since by 
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Lemma 5, F,(w) + ,X as ljwll + x in V@ V,, we know [I, Corollary l] 
that there exists a ball B(0, R) in V@ V, centered at 0 and with radius R 
containing the balls B(0, a) and binside such that deg(l+ .X;, B(0, R), 0) = 1. 
But this contradicts the fact that 
deg(f + x, B(0, R), 0) = deg(Z+ Z;, t3(0, E), 0) + deg(Z+ Xj’;, & 0) 
=fl+l=2orO. 
Thus F,(.) has at least two critical points outside the closure of B(0, E) in 
addition to at lcast one critical point inside B(0, c’) and the proof of 
Theorem I is complete. 
III. OTHER RELATED RESLTS 
WC now show that the number p(u) in Theorem I is optimal. For this 
purpose suppose that i.,, is simple. It was shown in [9] that given 
r, SE IL ,, j.,, ,,C th erc exist a unique number C(s, r) and a unique UE H 
such that 
-Adu=su+ -rzL +C(s,r)8,, (4 On),, = 1. (47) 
Similarly, C(r, s) denotes the unique number such that there exists a unique 
v E H satisfying 
-/jv=rt’+ - sv- + C(r, s) e,, (v, err)()= I. (48) 
It was proved in [9] that if /I, , <r < 1.,, then C(.s, r) >O, C(r, s)>O for 
i., , < s < i, and the function C( ., .) is continuous and strictly decreasing 
in the first variable (respectively in the second variable) on the interval 
lLIrj-n+I [ when the second variable (respectively the first variable) is 
kept fixed in that interval. 
From (47) and (48) it follows that (3) has a nontrivial solution if and 
only if C(h, a) C(a, 6)=0. Returning now to Theorem I, if p(a) =i.,+, 
then it is clear that j?(u) is optimal because the overall assumption is that 
the interval ]a, h[ contains exactly one cigenvaluc. So suppose that 
i,, < /3(u) < 1, + 1. Then C(p(u), u) C(u, /?((a))=0 because when b=/?(a) 
(3) has a nontrivial solution. By the properties of C( -, .) recalled above 
(for details see [9]), there exists 6 > 0 sufficiently small such that for 
B(a) < b <B(u) + 6 either C(b, a) C(u, b) < 0 or in some exceptional situa- 
tion C(b, a) < 0, C(u, b) ~0. On the other hand, assuming that R(.) 
E C’(Iw, Iw), it was proved by Solimini [19, Theorem 51 that the BVP (1) 
with h, =0 has exactly two solutions for 111 large if C(b, a) C(u, b) < 0 
whereas it has exactly one solution for t > 0 large if C(b, u) < 0, C(u, b) < 0. 
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Thus m the case i.,, is simple and R( .) is continuously differentiable, 
the conclusion of Theorem I is no longer true for h with h--P(a) > 0 
sufficiently small. 
Finally, the following result concerning the BVP (1) was also proved in 
c141. 
THEOREM 2.4 OF [ 143. Suppose that g( .) E C ‘(R, R). Gioen b E ]&,, i.,, L, [ 
with n > 2 there exists ti = a(b) E ]j.” , , I.,[ such that if g’(i) + u E (5, L,) as 
C + --x and g’(i) -+ b as i + cc and.for some con.ytunt h, < i., I , , g’(c) < h, 
for ull {E R, then the BVP (1) has ut least three solutions jar - t > 0 und 
Iurge. 
This result of [ 141 is the dual of Theorem 3.1 of [ 141 that we 
reproduced in Part 1. The number Lf(b) in it arises as follows: It can be 
proved that given b > /I,, there exists ti = 6(b) E ]J., 1, il,[ such that for any 
u E ]U, j.,,[ there exists 6 =6(a) > 0 with the property that 
J R {Ivr;l*-b(t:+)*-u(G ,‘} dxf -6 IIUI’:,, CE vi0 v. 
As an improvement o Theorem 2.4 of [ 141 and as dual to Theorem I we 
have 
THEORESI II. Given b E Ii,,, L, + , [ with n > 2, there exists r(b) E 
c;-,, 13 &,[ with the jollowing properties: 
(i) For eoery a E ]cc(b), A,+ , [ the BVP (3) hus only the trikl solu- 
tion. Jf z(b) E Ii., ,, &,[ then the BVP (3) with a= cr(b) has u nontricial 
solution; 
lt’en with h-A, sufficiently small then I zy, y y;~;~b;~ 0’ 
n >n 
Suppo.se thut g( .) E C(R, R) with 
@f) -+ a E Ix(b), %,[ as [-+ -x, ,0(i) ,--+bE]i,,j.,+ ,[ us i-+x 
+I 
KKIh(i?)< j 
i,-cr 
-,,+I, !,,i*EK i,#C*. 
Then the BVP (1) has at least three solutions fi)r - t > 0 and large 
Theorem II seems to improve Theorem 2.4 of [ 143 reproduced above in 
the same ways that Theorem I seems to improve Theorem 3.1 of [ 143 
which we have discussed in detail in part I. 
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We have already proved the existence of the number a(b) with the 
properties listed in Theorem II in [6, Lemma 81. The rest of Theorem II is 
proved in the same manner as Theorem I but here we reduce the problem 
to V1 0 V using (49). At the few places in the proof of Theorem I where we 
used the finite dimensionality of the orthogonal complement in HA(O) of 
the subspace to which the problem is reduced as a convenient way to 
simplify the argument, we can instead use the estimates available for 
elliptic boundary value problems and bootstrap reasoning and replace, if 
necessary, the continuity in the norm topology with the appropriate 
semi-continuity with respect o the weak convergence. 
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